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Abstract:  

At the beginning of the twenty-first century, Philippe Rousseau began writing and creating. His text Je me 

souviens mon père was published in 2003. A few months later Rousseau turned his text into a theatre play, 

including music and acting; he represented himself on stage. Soon afterwards, more texts were produced: 

Passeport pour une Russie (which was also rewritten as a theatre play) talks about his wanderings in the north 

of Russia, while Feintes attentes (a poetico-erotic dialogue) and La personne qui te har take into discussion an 

experience of harassment in addition to a self-representation. This paper proposes a dialogue between the 

literary critic-researcher, on the one hand, and the author-artist, on the other, a conversation between theory 

and practice, in short, two ways through which the intellectual and emotional Self can be inserted into the 

narrative. The theories of autofiction in the literary text, in Rousseau’s visual and theatrical art, as well as in 

music echo the author-artist’s lived and integrated practice (Leroux, 2004). According to Doubrovsky (2007), 

and from what Judith Butler problematizes about in Le Récit de soi, not only at the level of an actor, but also at 

that of the human being in general, the truthfulness and authenticity of the “I” or “me” reside in the subject 

defining itself/being defined through the possibility of saying, speaking, telling the Self. In addition, the paper 

reflects on the ethical conditions related to the fictionalised showing of the Self. 

 

Keywords: construction of the Self, autofiction, theatre, music, Philippe Rousseau 

 

 

Introduction 

Ten years after the start of his career as a director and actor, Philippe Rousseau writing’s debut 

was at the beginning of the twenty-first century. First drafted for his father's birthday, Rousseau’s 

text Je me souviens mon père was published in 2003. With the anaphora (“je me souviens” [I 

remember]) dear to French author Georges Perec, Philippe Rousseau painted his father’s portrait, 

and perhaps also his own portrait. Philippe's father knew his son well because when he asked if 

Philippe would turn his recently written text into a theatre play, he immediately received "yes" as an 

answer. Thus, with theatre production, musical performance, acting and staging (the author is also 

an actor in his own plays) this first text became an all-encompassing staging of Rousseau’s Self in 

2003. From then on, the artist has not stopped writing, producing and acting: Passeport pour une 

Russie (Passport to a certain Russia) (which then became Mes pas captent le vent in its stage version) 

tells of his travels to Lake Baikal in Russia, Feintes attentes (Fake Expectations), a poetic-erotic 

dialogue, and La personne qui te harr, on harassment at work. This last text describes a person 

observing another person who is harassed at work. She describes what she sees, perceives, feels . . . 

in a monologue written in the second person singular; it shows the process of destruction followed 

by a slow recovery. The "you" is used to address this person, the audience of the text or perhaps 

even the person who narrates. Both Feintes attentes and La personne qui te harr are about self-
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representation which applies to both the text’s self-referential intertextuality and the author's 

references to his physical presence or the ways that presence is represented in his work. 

This contribution is organized as a kind of dialogue between the literary critic-researcher, 

Ferreira-Meyers, and the author-artist, Philippe Rousseau, a kind of conversation between theory 

and practice, in short, two ways of telling the intellectual and emotional Self. The theories of 

autofiction in the literary text, in visual and theatrical art (Leroux, 2004) and in music will echo the 

artist's lived and integrated practice. Based on the notion of autofiction conceived in 1977 and 

reformulated by the person who first coined the term, Serge Doubrovsky in 2007, “Autofiction is the 

means of trying to catch up, to recreate, to reshape lived experiences of one’s own life in a text, in 

writing, which is in no way a reproduction, a photograph of those experiences . . . It is literally and 

literarily a reinvention (our translation)
1
” (64). 

Our approach is complemented by Judith Butler (2005) who, in Giving an Account of Oneself, 

problematizes not only for the actor, but also for the human being in general, the veracity and 

authenticity of the “I”. The general purpose of our article is to define the subject, the possibility of 

expressing and conveying a person’s Self, and to reflect on accompanying ethical considerations. Our 

approach is divided into three parts, namely autofiction and theatre, the place of the Self in 

autofictional theatre, and Philippe Rousseau and otherness. 

 

Autofiction and Theatre 

In 1977, the word autofiction was coined by the author and literary critic Serge Doubrovsky to 

describe his book entitled Fils, roman. Doubrovsky also justifies and theorizes autofiction in some 

subsequent critical essays. Autofiction can be defined as the narrative of events in the author's life in 

a more or less novel-like form. In fact, the term refers first and foremost to a type of 

autobiographical fiction, i.e. fiction generically subtitled as a novel, thus allowing for possible 

fictional statements, and autobiography, where the three instances of the author, narrator and 

protagonist are united under the same name, that of the author or his usual pseudonym. 

The term autofiction has also been extended to the performing arts. In recent years, there has 

been an increasing number of studies on plays that provide autobiographical information about their 

authors. It is only since then that this neologism has begun to be applied to theatre, contemporary 

dance or performance. In many forms of "stage writing", artists frequently speak about themselves. 

Autofictional theatre includes those plays in which the personality of the playwright (and not that of 

the director or actor) is present in the configuration of the characters. Anne Monfort (2009) reviews 

a brief history of autofictional theatre. Here is how she summarizes it: 

 

When it comes to writing for the theatre, the narrator is present through autofiction. This notion, 

hitherto reserved for the novel, begins to be identified in theatre: Richter is currently working on a 

text on autofiction, author Christine Angot and choreographer Mathilde Monnier collaborated for a 

play entitled La Place du singe, which they interpret themselves. In Foucault 71, the five performers 

themselves play the interviews they conducted with the historical protagonists. Since text and stage 

writing go hand in hand, the concept of autofiction transfers from the author to the actor: as the 

novelists fictionalize their life in the text, the actors showcase themselves as characters. (Monfort) 

 

Following this observation, could we not link the two words "author" and "actor"? In his practice, 

Rousseau presents himself in this way, linking the two words with a hyphen: author-actor, erasing 

the director's intermediate presence in the process. His friends and artists working in the field of the 

performing arts agree: how to name themselves? The word actor is suggested by several of them in 

a broader sense: the one who acts, who does an action, the person “acting”, which is different from 

the meaning of the noun “actor”. Reflecting on how to name yourself is part of thinking about and 

positioning the Self, which is the main theme of this article.  

                                                

1
 All translations in this paper are ours 
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Where Does the “I”/ “Me” Feature in Autofictional Theatrical Performances?  

For Jacques Lecarme (quoted by Ferreira-Meyers, 2008), autofiction can be understood in two 

distinct ways. Strictly speaking, it refers to a narrative of real facts. Fiction then concerns, not the 

content evoked, but the process of enunciation, its setting in narrative. In a broader sense, 

autofiction associates experience with imagination. In this case, fiction substantially affects the 

narrated content. In 2012, Diana Klinger reflected on the future of autofiction as self-dramatization, 

which implies, as is the case on a theatre set, a dual subject, both real and fictional, person (actor) 

and character. We should therefore not, unlike Philippe Lejeune, think in terms of the "real person" 

and the textual/theatrical character coinciding, as dramatization implies the simultaneous 

construction of the author and the narrator. In other words, it is a question of considering 

autofiction as a form of performance. 

Thus, we consider Rousseau, the author, in the same way as Klinger does: the subject of a 

performance of an action in which the subject represents life itself, making pretexts meta-theatrical 

clues to reality ("life is a dream", "life is theatre", etc.). 

 

Philippe Rousseau and the Other 

Butler's Giving an Account of Oneself is an attempt to identify the part of freedom at work in the 

stories we forge about ourselves/our Self. Can we be certain that the one the subject is talking about 

when he narrates himself is the same person? This is what we will try to discover while examining 

Rousseau's oeuvre. 

In Rousseau's work, the Other exists in writing as revealing, a mirror, an inspiring element. With 

Je me souviens mon père, his first book, Rousseau makes an explicit detour via the father mentioned 

in the title by creating an implicit portrait of the author-son. He signals another otherness through 

the intertextual reference to Georges Pérec and Joe Brainard with the anaphor Je souviens (I 

remember) which starts the 220 sentences of the monologue just as if it was the introduction of the 

paragraphs of the books of both well-known authors: “I remember I am happy that he is my father. / 

I remember I am happy to be my children’s father”. 

Modesty? Stylistic exercise (Oulipian?
2
 Poetic?)? Distancing? What exactly is at play here? Is the 

father the Other, or are the father and the Other/author one and the same person? 

Othering is further embodied, in 2003, when the first theatre set was prepared, through the 

interpretation of the character of the narrator by an actor. The author's body remains hidden, 

remains in the director’s role. In 2008, when the play is performed again, the places are exchanged: 

the 2003 actor took the place/role of actor-director while the author took the place of the actor. 

Factual questions arise: the author does not interpret a character, does not play a role: he is the 

(real) son of the father of the title and all the sentences in the play. He uses stage tools (articulation, 

voice volume, effects, pause, rhythm) but he does not play a character, he does not take on a role. A 

scene in which anger is portrayed demonstrates this: the actor testifies to using tools of an actor's 

emotional memory to "play" anger, when the actor-author is carried away by the present in which 

different elements interact and mix, namely the image of his father, his own image of being his 

father’s son, the image of the text (drafts with amendments, transformations) and, much more than 

that, by the present of the performance, in which he has to dialogue with the audience and with the 

musician who deliberately increases the volume of his clarinet to indicate the author-actor’s anger.  

This is how Rousseau expressed these interactions in a paper written in 2017 for a conference 

held in Sfax (Tunisia) entitled "L'épreuve scénique comme relecture": 

 

                                                

2
 Oulipo: ouvroir de littérature potentielle, the French for “potential literature work”. The term refers to an 

association of literature enthusiasts founded in 1960 by author Raymond Queneau and mathematician 

François Le Lionnais, to which Italo Calvino and Georges Perec also belonged. Their principle is to write under 

such formal “constraints” as beginning all the words of a sentence with an "a" or and "e" 
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I chose all the words of this text [Mes pas captent le vent] and in particular, those of its theatre 

adaptations (. . . ). Yet every reading or utterance in co-presence [with an audience] surprises me. 

These words generate effects that influence the ongoing utterance (. . . ). Perhaps this is where the 

key to these re-readings lies [in public events]? Maybe the clarification of the writing is only an effect 

whereas its utterance of a mystery in co-presence, in co-assistance is a function? 

 

The “I” is now asserting itself and is no longer hiding. In the performance entitled Vos désirs sont 

des ordres, composed of short poems spoken or sung by the author, the “I” is present: 

 

I wanted to write these texts to say what I have to say. 

And I say them tonight while thinking about what you wrote to me. 

I would have the desire to know you, all the yous that are here tonight. 

All that I could know about a you that I know for just one evening. 

I could have wanted to take more risks and much earlier too; 

I wanted to do this tonight and you will soon see me back here. 

 

In the last chapter of Giving an Account of Oneself, entitled Foucault’s critical account of himself, 

Butler states this amazing thing: "So telling the truth about oneself comes at a price, and the price of 

that telling is the suspension of a critical relation to the truth regime in which one lives" (121-122). 

Butler’s conclusion is more precisely about Foucault, but it is also general in scope. Concerned about 

his relationship to life, his own experience, Foucault enters a "narrative of himself" based on the 

recurring question: "Who might I be for myself?", as Butler pointed out (114). 

The Althusserian notion of interpellation, which Butler uses, shows that consciousness is essential 

to the subject's formation, to the construction of the Self; the subject hailed by the police officer 

turns around to face the force that has challenged him. In other words, it is responsibility before the 

Other that invokes self-reflection. This means, according to Butler, that responsibility, which 

manifests itself in acts of discourse in the form of “giving an account of oneself”, only takes place in 

response to an interpellation or an investigation by another. I narratively realize myself because I am 

spoken to, asked to speak to the one who speaks to me and I thus construct myself/my Self as a 

reflexive being in front of the Other. 

As Kim Sang Ong-Van-Cung notes: “In the discourse on oneself, we accept the norms of truth 

which structure the discourse held before the Other; we say ‘I’, although there is no ‘I’ outside of the 

relation to the Other; and so we strive for a form of coherence and intelligibility. All speech obeys a 

truth regime without which it cannot be heard” (149). 

Butler's conclusion is that subjects cannot really narrate themselves, that they are limited in their 

search for recognition (by themselves and by others) and therefore must be allowed to give several 

versions of themselves. 

With Mes pas captent le vent, published in 2010 under the title Passeport pour une Russie and 

launched on stage in 2011, the function of otherness is evolving. This story recounts the author’s 

travels from Moscow to Lake Baikal via Irkutsk, by plane, by Transsiberian railway, by bus, by subway 

or on foot, and tells the story of a man's initiatory journey to Russia. Between emptiness and vertigo, 

between contemplation and reception, advancing step by step, the narrator hesitates, doubts, 

encounters, receives. He walks. What is he looking for? What does he miss? Where will his steps 

lead him? To Jehanne? Mind and body wide open, he passes from airlock to airlock, guided by his life 

impulse. Otherness is explicitly present in the encounters narrated by the author-actor, but it is 

much more in the writing that otherness is present and claimed, that otherness has effects, 

influences, consequences. The author has developed this idea in several of his articles and papers. In 

short, the encounter with linguistic, cultural, geographical and spiritual otherness (shamanism) 

influences Rousseau's writing. The latter is characterized by the use of phonic and rhythmic games, 

word inventions, syntax modifications, the enhancement of action verbs, the lack of coordination 

conjunctions, adverbs, subjective qualifying adjectives. If the search for the Self and the Other was 
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already present in Je me souviens mon père, the encounter with the Russian language and Russia 

reinforces, develops this search: 

 

The traveler-narrator has a special relationship with otherness. He accepts it without expecting 

anything from it. It is probably not otherness that he seeks but, rather, its encounter without 

anticipation, without prejudice, without "pre" of any kind. He accepts the effects that this otherness 

has on him. He moves forward because he does not know. He lets it happen and receives, perceives. 

Otherness passes through him. He is modified by othernesses/differences, by otherness, by 

Otherness. He becomes Otherness. 

[The] only implicit link ends up being reversed in the following leitmotiv: "The more I advance in this 

journey, the less I know where I am going". Repeated six times throughout the trip, this link is 

reversed in the epilogue. It is a question of survival: "If I stop, frost will kill me. I walk. The water-land 

is holding me up. My steps capture the ground. They advance me. The less I know where I am going, 

the more I progress on this trip” (“Comment l’expérience interculturelle. . . ” (90)) 

 

Moreover, this literary search leads to the construction of a language nourished by otherness, 

modified by otherness and expressing how otherness lives within the author. 

Carnet de voyage en maison de retraite (Traveldiary in a Retirement Home) continues this 

process. It offers readers a glimpse into daily life in a retirement home. Feelings of tenderness and 

modesty alternate with strong sentiments indicating the author’s upheavals that this writing 

experience, this entering in an EHPAD (Etablissement Hébergeant des Personnes Agées 

Dépendantes) provoked in the author-"traveler". Old age, dependence, loss of memory, loss of 

means, death, the place of families appear as a watermark and question us, readers. A text “made to 

order” (“Myriam, Catherine and Clara told me ‘What you did in Russia, come and do it here, come 

and travel to an EHPAD and turn your experience into a travel journal.’ They are right, I don't know 

this country”), this text, in addition to reflecting this particular journey, integrates into it the 

transformations, the questions that otherness provokes in the travel writer, the author-“traveler”:  

Old age, dependency, memory loss, loss of means, death, the place of family, all these topics are 

present and question us, us the readers, in the following passage: 

 

She is old, he is old. 

He’s the same, she is no better. 

At their age, at their age, 

I will be as old as they are. 

 

She calms down. She falls asleep. She wears a death mask. 

She breathes. I take a breath. I cry.  

 

Should I be thinking of this at my age? What kind of old person will I be?  

Is this the right time to think of this? How old will I get to be?  

Should I be thinking of this at my age? What kind of old person will I be? 

My angel should protect me. Will I get to that age? 

 

Je suis riche de mes vols is a monologue of a person twenty years after she experienced incest, 

twenty years of “forgetting” what happened. This person describes the moments when her body 

protected itself from her father's aggression with mechanisms described by neuroscience as 

disembodiment or the production of natural morphine or endorphin. The text poetically describes 

the moments of denial and finally those of reconciliation between who she was at the time of the 

trauma and who she has become. Rousseau integrates otherness in a different way. The “I” of the 

monologue could be attributed to the author. After all, we know that he is going to Russia, that he 

has lived in a retirement home, and described all this in his previous literary works. Why would he 

not use the same approach here? Especially since epicene writing does not indicate the gender of 

the person who testifies in the first person singular. Here, the presence of otherness is more 
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complex. The author is not the character who is the victim of incest. In "real" life, he is "only" a 

person who has listened to the testimony of relatives in this situation. Rather, the writing of the text 

here questions what it feels like to listen to these testimonies. At the same time, the author 

develops the testimonies and questions his place when confronted to these people. His writing 

questions the effects that these testimonies have had on him, not only the effects but also the fact 

that he can “easily”, “self-evidently”, be a “confidant” of rape and incest victims 

The monologues, dialogues continue, are amplified, being a resonance box to the work started 

through writing. The author-actor re-states the words, “breathes out” the text, chews the sounds, 

articulates the jostled syntax and transformed words. His voice and his body are in dialogue with the 

musicians. All this resonates in the space, in the bodies of the spectators and echoes in the body of 

the actor-author. 

During rehearsals that the musicians and the author-actor refer to as training, the author may 

sometimes let himself become complacent. Thus, being in co-presence with the spectators leads to a 

form of emotional restraint made necessary by the intention of transmission, by the intention of 

sharing. This restraint allows the text to vibrate even better in the space and in all the bodies that 

this space contains. Co-presence (author-actor-audience) is therefore necessary for the utterances 

to take place. 

In this space and time, we (re)listen to the text, what it has to say, to do, to produce as an effect, 

both to the sender-author and to the receivers. The meaning of the text is not defined, determined 

once and for all, unlike the objective most frequently stated by the director of a text (to render what 

they have understood about it). Here, even if the sender is the author, he does not control the 

meaning(s). He does not want to. This type of soul-searching, construction of the Self is closer to the 

practices of storytellers, dancers and musicians than those of theatre directors. 

Music has (at least) two functions: to help, to accompany, to provoke this utterance in a modified 

state of consciousness and also to help the effects, the intellectual, spiritual, emotional/body 

comprehensions as well as to anchor themselves in the bodies. Music is created in the present. It 

remains improvised, it provokes and, at the same time, accepts variations, changes and searching 

into the performative action of the author-actor. The music causes an on/off in the modified state of 

consciousness of the author-actor.  

The musicians listen, encourage, revive but also bring the author-actor back to the present of the 

performance, catch the author-actor if he indulges in an emotion harmful to the transmission of the 

message. They are like the shaman's assistants who pull the shaman back when they think that he 

goes too far or stays too long in the other world.  

Tools as well as effects, spoken poetry produces autofiction, neither autobiography nor fiction: 

another "self" that has an effect on the former "self". Another objective of poetry is what Olivier 

Rolin in Bricet Broc describes as follows: “A poet, as Valéry more or less states, should not say that it 

rains: he should make it rain. Saying that it rains, that is what journalists do. ‘Making it rain’, that is 

pure beauty (15). 

It is a tool of modesty and at the same time something that makes it possible to say anything and 

everything, or more precisely, to hide that it is being said and to prefer to do so, to suggest it. For 

example, in Passeport pour une Russie: "The dawn will be beautiful at the end of this sleepless night" 

(in the French version, there is wordplay between ‘insomnie’: sleeplessness, and ‘Inuit’: the Inuit 

people). 

Another example would be this intuition about the possible interplay between the verb “iront” 

and the pronoun “elle” to create “Hirondelle” (which in French means “swallow”, a bird that goes, 

flies away), an intuition that took time to give this sentence from Feintes Attentes: "My joys will go 

by themselves to make a spring" (literally: the joys will go by themselves to make a spring but also 

figuratively: one swallow does not make a summer”).  

Poetry is also a response to the difficulty and refusal to “represent”, to show, to create a 

scenography. Poetry is an alternative to “representation”, to “saying it rains”. It makes it possible to 

“make it rain” in everyone's imagination. Rousseau uses the suggestive forces of poetry and sound. 
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He adopts this sentence from Martin Shingler and Cindy Wieringan, taken from Annuaire théâtral, a 

Quebec Journal on the study of theatre: “I wanted to reveal to ‘what point the visual elements can, 

in fact, be left out most easily in any artistic or dramatic media or in any means of communication 

(because the audience can do that on its own)’” (77-78). 

While visual elements are valued in our society in general and in the theatre in particular, they 

can also be suppressed (we close our eyes, we turn off the lights) while we cannot close our ears. At 

this point, the visual can be (re)created by the audience which have become listeners (see also the 

existence of the term Audience in English). Moreover, they can create what they want; we will not 

and cannot verify what they created.  

This poetic construction allows polysemy. It makes us see, perceive, feel a mystery, everything 

that is not possible with a visual element. It allows our receptors (ears and mind) to project their 

own personal history. The author participates in debates to find out if the father of Je me souviens 

mon père is alive or deceased and the supporters of a living father have a father who is still alive and 

vice versa. The epicene writing of the last two texts gives the audience permission to integrate the 

texts in the genre that the receiver/audience wished to read/hear.  

The “I” seen and heard on stage is completed by the receivers’ “I”. We do not focus on this aspect 

here, but it could be part of a future study. It should be noted, however, that modified states of 

consciousness are used dynamically: they are part of writing methods and the uttering of the text in 

turn generates them. The main purpose of the performative utterance in the presence of an 

audience and especially with the assistance of that audience, is to hear the mystery of the poetry, to 

provoke modified states of consciousness and to feel its effects, which become addictive.  

Audiences speak of “synaesthesia” concerning the effects produced by poetry. The senses are 

disturbed, we know that there is an image—as in Kandinsky's paintings, according to an audience 

member—but without knowing exactly the image, “so we recompose” it. Speech, speaking, saying 

words all constitute performances. We hear sounds and see a body speaking in the present and not 

in the dramaturgy of the story. Performing, in the sense of “investing oneself in a performance, a 

game or a ritual”, involves the following four operations, according to Schechner (2002):  

 

1) “being” in the sense of “behaving/acting”. 

2) “doing”. 

3) “showing doing” 

4) and an analytical dimension, which is not always present: the explanation of the “showing 

doing”; this is where researchers and literary critics come in; this refers to thinking about the 

world of performance and the world as performance. 

 

These verbs (which represent actions) are at stake in any performance. Sometimes separated and 

sometimes combined, but they never exclude each other. On the contrary, they often interact in the 

staging process.  

Rousseau performs his Self using these four action verbs, which are also very present in his 

writing. As stated in the article already quoted: 

 

The narrator is valued within the action through simple sentences with a single conjugated verb. So 

there are very few stative verbs and no subordinate clauses. He walks. [18 occurrences of this verb 

conjugated in the first person singular of the present tense].  He buys and eats "kisses" (Schechner 

37). He looks, listens, "does not understand everything" (62). Action verbs are created for the text: 

"the water messes with my bones" (62). [...] Actions and sensations replace emotion and psychology. 

 

This leads to what Butler describes as follows: "recognition becomes the process by which I 

become other than what I was and so cease to be able to return to what I was" (27). Thus, the 

character of Mes pas captent le vent will affirm as he passes the security gate at the airport, in the 
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second sequence, with a rare use of stative verbs: "I am no longer the one I was. I am on my way to 

the one I will be" (Passeport pour une Russie, 16). 

Butler adds: "In the making of the story, I create myself in new form, instituting a narrative ‘I’ that 

is superadded to the ‘I’ whose past life I seek to tell. The narrative ‘I’ effectively adds to the story 

every time it tries to speak, since the ‘I’ appears again as the narrative perspective, and this addition 

cannot be fully narrated at the moment in which it provides the perspectival anchor for the 

narration in question” (39-40). The performative narrative, the "re-listening" effect, a theme 

developed in Rousseau’s paper entitled "L'épreuve scénique comme relecture", thus creates a 

dynamic circle of rewriting and permanent evolution. Butler continues as follows: "To know the 

limits of acknowledgment is to know even this fact in a limited way; as a result, it is to experience 

the very limits of knowing. This can, by the way, constitute a disposition of humility and generosity 

alike: I will need to be forgiven for what I cannot have fully known, and I will be under a similar 

obligation to offer forgiveness to others, who are also constituted in partial opacity to themselves" 

(42).  

This is the experience lived on stage, where Rousseau’s text is spoken. This posture of humility 

and generosity translates into a performative body between three positions: to see (the space, 

musicians and listeners, performances are often done with an audience on which a spotlight is 

shone), to show what is written, narrated, told and shown or at least to show the effects that speech 

has on the author-actor's body. 

 

Conclusion 

Rousseau's writing, in its various forms (in this case specifically his writing for theatre) ends up 

becoming an attempt to recreate the experiences of his own life, often filling the text with the 

defects of empirical, real, possible life. As Doubrovsky (2007) put it so well, autofiction is the fiction 

that one decides, as a writer, to present about and by oneself: “Autofiction is the means of trying to 

catch up, to recreate, to reshape lived experiences of one’s own life in a text, in writing, which is in 

no way a reproduction, a photograph of those experiences. . . . It is literally and literarily a 

reinvention” (64). 

Playwright Rousseau turns his character(s) into a performance in its own right. Dramatizing 

himself, he enters the dilemma created between truth and lies. For Doubrovsky, if the author's truth 

is the fiction he constructs, then the truth of the fiction is fictional. We see that it is no longer a 

constructed life that is told, but a life in construction, which takes place at the exact moment of 

fictionalizing, of writing. 

It does not matter here whether what is reported is false or true; it is the fiction that the subject 

creates for himself that counts. Autofiction can be understood as a true or false, historical or 

fictional discourse. An analogy of autofiction can be made with the paradox attributed to Euclid of 

Milet (4
th

 century BC): "If someone says 'I lie', and what he says is true, the statement is false; and if 

what he says is false, the statement is true and therefore still false" (Klinger 48). Consequently, the 

author can say that everything he writes is false. If that is true, it is true in his statement; if it is false, 

it is still true. Another possible analogy can be made with the animals in Christian Garcin's book Les 

papillons de la Léna. This book combines a series of stories each featuring a particular animal and set 

in and around the Russian river Lena. Each of these animals repeat the following: "so true is it that, 

for us as for all other animals, except hominids, it is never very easy to see the difference between 

dream and reality, if someone even knows what reality is" (Garcin 26). 

The author's fictional texts and public life are the faces of the same subjective production, making 

life—and even his writing—an instance that cannot be considered in isolation. Thanks to elements of 

identification and the hundreds of paratextual readings that are allowed, the degree of 

comprehension of a given text is broadened. And we can see, through stories, chronicles and 

especially plays, that, in real life, the author plays a role. Performance and autofiction are presented 

as unfinished works, "as if the reader were watching the process of writing “living its life”" (Klinger 

51). 
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